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Recently a number of variants of the approximate minimum degree algorithm have been proposed that
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1 Introduction

The efficiency of sparse direct solvers for the solution of symmetric linear systems Ax = b, in terms of both

the storage needed and work performed, is dependent upon the order in which the variables are eliminated,

that is, the order in which the pivots are selected. Many solvers include a preordering step that aims to

use information on the sparsity pattern of A to find a permutation so that, if the pivots are chosen in

order from the diagonal of the permuted matrix, the computed factors are sparser than if the pivots were

chosen in order from the diagonal of the original matrix. If A is positive definite, the pivot sequence

chosen from the sparsity pattern alone can be used by the factorization phase without modification and

a Cholesky factorization PAPT = LLT , where P is a permutation matrix and L is lower triangular, can

be computed. More generally, numerical pivoting must be incorporated during the factorization phase to

maintain numerical stability and, in this case, the pivot sequence computed by the symbolic analyse phase

may have to modified.

The problem of finding a permutation P that results in the smallest amount of fill-in for a Cholesky

factorization is NP-complete [1] and so heuristics are used to find a good ordering. Two main classes of

methods are widely used: those based on nested dissection [2] and those based on the minimum degree

algorithm [3]. In recent years, nested dissection has often been found to be the method of choice for

many very large problems (typically those of order greater than 50,000) [4]. However, it can be more

expensive than the most efficient implementations of the minimum degree algorithm, which is preferred

for more modest size problems and for very sparse problems. Currently, the most successful variant of

the minimum degree algorithm is the approximate minimum degree algorithm (AMD) and, in particular,

the AMD algorithm introduced by Amestoy, Davis and Duff [5] is widely used. The AMD algorithm is

more efficient since it uses computationally cheap bounds on the minimum degree in place of the exact

minimum degree and, in practice, it produces orderings that are comparable in quality [5].

Although AMD is generally very successful, an important exception is when the matrix A has some

dense (or almost dense) rows and columns. In this case, the run time for AMD can be high. AMD

uses the undirected graph of the matrix and selects each node in turn to have minimum (approximate)

degree. Once a node is selected, it is eliminated from the graph and replaced by adding edges between its

neighbours so that the neighbours become a clique. If a row is full, the corresponding node will always

be adjacent to the eliminated node so its adjacency list has to be scanned and updated, requiring O(n2)

operations for a problems with n variables. This makes the algorithm prohibitively expensive.

We will compare three variants of the AMD algorithm that aim to efficiently form a pivot order when

the matrix A has some dense rows and columns. The first two were proposed by Carmen [6] and Davis [7]:

each performs a preprocessing stage during which the rows and columns that it considers to be dense are

removed, and then the AMD algorithm is applied to the remaining matrix. The variant that was originally

introduced by Amestoy for use within the parallel direct solver MUMPS [8] and was recently discussed by

Amestoy et al. [9] uses a more sophisticated dynamic partition of the rows into dense and sparse rows

to efficiently compute the pivot order. Our experiments have shown that all three variants can perform

poorly (either in terms of the quality of the pivot order or the time taken to compute it) and this leads us

to present a new variant that combines the speed of the methods of Carmen and Davis with the robustness

of the Amestoy method.

This paper is organised as follows. We end this section by introducing our test environment then, in

Section 2, we review the minimum degree and AMD algorithms. The methods of Carmen, Davis, and

Amestoy et al. are described and compared in Section 3. The new variant of the AMD algorithm that we

propose is introduced in Section 4. In Section 5, we draw our conclusions.

1.1 Test environment

In Table 1, we list our test set. Each example is available from the University of Florida Sparse Matrix

Collection [10] and, if unsymmetric, has been symmetrized by working with the sum of the given matrix

and its transpose. The order n, the number of off-diagonal nonzero entries nz, the maximum external
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degree dmax, the average external degree µ, and the standard deviation σ of the external degrees of each

(symmetrized) matrix is given. The listed matrices include those that Amestoy et al. found to contain

dense (or near dense) rows and have σ/µ ≥ 1. Amestoy et al. found that, for matrices with σ/µ < 1,

classical AMD performed well and so we restrict attention to those with σ/µ ≥ 1.

Throughout this paper, we compare the different algorithms by reporting the time to form a pivot

order and the forecast number of reals required to hold the matrix factor. The latter piece of information

is used as a measure for the quality of the ordering and is generated by passing the pivot order to the

analyse phase of MA57. All numerical results were obtained using a 3.6 GHz Intel Xeon dual processor

Dell Precision 670 with 4 Gbytes of RAM that was running Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server release 5.1

(kernel 2.6.18-53.1.13.el5). The Nag f95 compiler with the -O4 option was used. All times are CPU times

in seconds.

2 The minimum degree and AMD algorithms

The minimum degree and AMD algorithms may be presented using the graph model of Rose [11, 12]. The

nonzero pattern of a sparse symmetric matrix A of order n can be represented by an undirected graph

G0 =
(

V 0, E0
)

with nodes V 0 = {1, . . . , n} and edges E0. An edge (i, j) is present in E0 if and only if

aij 6= 0 and i 6= j. Nodes i and j are adjacent to each other (neighbours) in graph G0 if the edge (i, j) is

present in E0.

The elimination graph Gk =
(

V k, Ek
)

describes the nonzero pattern of the reduced matrix A(k) of

order n(k) still to be factored after k pivots have been chosen and eliminated. The external degree dk
i of

node i is defined to be the number of nodes adjacent to node i in Gk. The minimum degree algorithm

chooses a node p that has minimal external degree in the graph Gk−1 as the kth pivot. Algorithm 1 gives

an outline of the minimum degree algorithm. The term variable is used to indicate a node that has not

been removed from the elimination graph.

Algorithm 1 The minimum degree algorithm

For each variable i ∈ V 0, set d0
i to be the external degree of i

k = 1

while k ≤ n do

Select variable p ∈ V k−1 to minimize dk−1
p

Eliminate p

For each variable i adjacent to p in Gk−1, update dk
i

k = k + 1

end while

The graph Gk depends on Gk−1 and the choice of the kth pivot. Gk is found by selecting the kth pivot

from V k−1, adding edges to Ek−1 to make the nodes adjacent to p in Gk−1 a clique (a fully connected

subgraph) and then removing p (and its edges) from the graph. The edges added to the graph correspond

to fill-in. This addition of edges means that, if Gk is stored explicitly, we cannot know the storage

requirements in advance. To remedy this a quotient graph is used instead of an elimination graph [5].

However, the calculation of the external degree of a variable may then be expensive. Alternatively, the

AMD algorithm calculates an upper bound, di, on the external degree of a variable and then uses the upper

bounds when choosing the next pivot. This generally results in the AMD algorithm being more efficient.

Numerical results have shown that the AMD algorithm also produces orderings that are comparable in

quality to the best classical minimum degree algorithms [5].

Unfortunately, the AMD algorithm can be very inefficient when the matrix A has some dense (or

almost dense) rows and columns. When a pivot p is eliminated all of its adjacent neighbours must update
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their upper bounds di. If i is (almost) dense, it is (almost) certainly adjacent to p and updating di will

involve a large number of comparisons. Thus (almost) every step is expensive. For clarity, throughout the

remainder of this paper, we will refer to this variant that takes no account of dense rows and columns as

the classical AMD algorithm.

We initially compare the performance of the minimum degree algorithm with the classical AMD al-

gorithm. The versions of these algorithms that are in the HSL [13] sparse direct solver MA57 [14] (version

3.2.0) are used. In columns 3 and 4 of Table 2, we give the time to obtain the ordering and the forecast

number of reals required to hold the matrix factor. The other variants of AMD given in Table 2 are

discussed in Sections 3 and 4. For rajat29, the minimum degree algorithm failed to compute a pivot

order within 10000 seconds and, hence, no results are given.

As expected, we observe that the classical AMD algorithm is significantly more efficient than the

minimum degree algorithm for our test problems while the quality of the orderings is comparable. Observe

that the times to obtain the elimination orderings differ by at least an order of magnitude for the gupta*

problems. However, as Amestoy et al. [9] show, for problems in our test set, the times to generate the

elimination ordering with the classical AMD algorithm are very high when compared with problems of

similar size and number of entries but no dense rows: the algorithms described in Section 3 aim to

substantially reduce these times while maintaining the quality of the ordering.

3 Variants of AMD for efficiently detecting and treating dense

rows

The problem of forming variants of the AMD algorithm that efficiently detect and treat dense rows has

recently been considered by Carmen [6], Davis [7] and Amestoy et al. [9]. Using the names given by their

authors, we refer to these variants as AMDpre, CS AMD and QAMD, respectively. The amd function of

Matlab
R© (version 7.5) uses the CS AMD algorithm.

3.1 The AMDpre and CS AMD algorithms

The AMDpre [6] and CS AMD [7] algorithms both use a preprocessing step to search the matrix A for

rows that they consider to be dense. The matrix A is reordered to take the form

A =











A1 AT
r

Ar Ad











,

where Ar and Ad are considered dense. The classical AMD algorithm is then applied to A1 and the dense

rows are appended to the end of the resulting pivot order: the authors assume that the dense rows all

experience roughly the same amount of fill-in and order them in increasing value of their external degree

within A.

The CS AMD algorithm classifies a row in A as dense if its external degree is greater than α
√

n, where

α > 0 is a fixed constant (the default is α = 10). We remark that Reid incorporated an option that uses

a similar idea into the implementation of the minimum degree algorithm within the HSL [13] sparse solver

MA27 [15].

The AMDpre algorithm uses a procedure that is equivalent to that given in Algorithm 2. The threshold

γ takes the form γ = β
√

n, where β > 0 (the default value is β = 1). The major difference between this

and the simpler CS AMD variant is that AMDpre updates the external degrees when a row is selected as

dense and removed from A1. This results in a more complicated implementation but a smaller threshold

can be used to remove roughly the same number of dense rows.
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Algorithm 2 The AMDpre method for choosing A1

Set A1 = A

Calculate the external degrees of the rows in A1

while maximum external degree ≥ γ do

Remove from A1 the row (and corresponding column) that has largest external degree

Update the external degrees of the rows in A1

end while

3.2 The QAMD algorithm

The QAMD algorithm was developed independently of the AMDpre and CS AMD algorithms. It was

originally used by Amestoy in the parallel direct solver MUMPS[8]. It uses a somewhat different approach

since the partitioning of the matrix is dynamic, allowing the matrix to be partitioned more than once as

the ordering proceeds. In [9], Amestoy et al. define a row to be full if all of its entries are (symbolically)

nonzero; a row is quasi dense if it has a high proportion of nonzero entries (so that its external degree is

large); a row is sparse if it is neither full nor quasi dense. Amestoy et al. partition the matrix A as

A =















As AT
q1 AT

f1

Aq1 Aq AT
f2

Af1 Af2 Af















,

where the rows in As are sparse, the rows in Aq are quasi dense, and the rows in Af are full. QAMD

applies the AMD algorithm to the submatrix As but, if a row becomes quasi dense or full, its variable is

removed from As and placed into Aq or Af , respectively. When all of the variables in As have been either

eliminated or reclassified, the exact external degrees of the quasi dense rows are calculated and these rows

are then reclassified to be either sparse or full and the algorithm restarts. The algorithm can restart a

number of times until only full variables remain uneliminated. The corresponding variables are appended

to the end of the pivot order (the order in which they are appended is arbitrary).

A threshold τ > 0 is used to select quasi dense rows. In [9], a variable i is reclassified as quasi dense

if is not known to be full and d
s

i + nq + nf ≥ τ, where nq and nf are the numbers of quasi dense and

dense rows, respectively, and d
s

i is the approximate degree of variable i with respect to the matrix As. The

threshold is updated at the beginning of each restart using a definition of the form τ = τ(µ, σ). A more

detailed description of the QAMD algorithm and the choice of τ is given in [9].

We remark that, although the QAMD algorithm can be implemented using the same amount of memory

as the classical AMD algorithm, the implementation is complicated because the quotient graph needs to

be reformed each time during each restart.

3.3 Comparison of AMDpre, CS AMD and QAMD

In Table 2, we compare the performance of the AMDpre, CS AMD and QAMD methods with that of the

classical AMD algorithm for computing a pivot ordering. The default parameters for each method are

used. We have highlighted the best times (and those within 10 percent of 0.01 seconds of the best) in bold

and the best values (and those within 10 percent of the best) of nz(L) in italics for each problem. We

observe that, as expected, there is generally a significant reduction in the time required to compute the

ordering when the problem has some rows that are dense. AMDpre is generally faster than both CS AMD

and QAMD. For some problems, CS AMD fails to detect many of the dense rows and this results in a slow

run time. For example, for gupta2, CS AMD finds 258 dense rows while AMDpre finds 1193, leading to

the CS AMD time being almost 40 times slower than AMDpre. Since both variants produce orderings with
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similar values of nz(L), we favour AMDpre and will only consider the AMDpre and QAMD algorithms in

the remainder of this section.

For some problems, for example gupta*, AMDpre is at least an order of magnitude faster than QAMD.

This is because AMDpre only needs to store the structure of the submatrix A1 but QAMD requires the

whole structure to be stored and occasionally searched to allow the method to restart correctly. In terms of

the quality of the ordering, for some problems (including lpl1 and net4-1), AMDpre outperforms QAMD

but for others (including mip1 and a0nsdsil) the converse is true.

As well as computing a pivot order, QAMD forms the associated assembly tree: this may be of interest

for the subsequent factorization. AMDpre and CS AMD only compute a pivot order and, hence, if the

assembly tree is also required, this will be an additional overhead. Using the analyse phase of MA57 with

gupta3, we found that it took an additional 0.27 seconds to form the assembly tree after using AMDpre.

Therefore, for this problem, AMDpre is still significantly faster than QAMD. Occasionally, the overhead of

forming an assembly tree is high relative to the time require to compute the pivot order with AMDpre, for

example, the overhead for mip1 is 0.80 seconds, but, in general, AMDpre remains competitive compared

to QAMD. We note that some direct solvers, e.g. the recent out-of-core multifrontal package HSL MA77

[16], only require the pivot to be input and they implement their own algorithms for forming the assembly

tree.

A potential problem with AMDpre is that it can remove a large number of sparse rows and this will

result in the quality of the ordering being lost. To illustrate this, we used the HSL package YM11 to

generate a banded random matrix with n = 60000, bandwidth equal to 2
√

n, nz = 20436000, dmax = 405

and µ = 340. The classical AMD and QAMD methods both calculate an ordering in 1.78 seconds with

nz(L) = 5.36 × 108. By comparison, AMDpre removes a total of 18661 rows/columns and takes 1.26

seconds. However, the quality of the pivot order has been lost as nz(L) = 4.83 × 109.

Conversely, we can produce test problems where the AMDpre method will struggle to detect the dense

rows. Suppose A is of the form

A =

[

S UT

U T

]

, (1)

where S is a tridiagonal matrix, only the top right hand entry of U is nonzero, and T is a matrix from

our test set that contains some dense rows. No matter how large the order of S becomes, it will be the

same rows of T that cause the slow down in the efficiency of AMD and, hence, roughly the same number

of rows should be removed for different dimensions of S. If we apply AMDpre to A, then as the order of S

increases, the threshold γ = β
√

n also increases. Therefore, rows that were classified as dense for smaller

orders may no longer be classified as dense. Suppose we set T to be the matrix gupta1 and let the order

of A be mn (m = 1, 2, . . .). In Figure 1, we compare the time to calculate the elimination ordering of the

matrix with different values of m. As m increases, the time increases at a faster rate for AMDpre than

QAMD. In Figure 2, we plot the number of rows that are detected as dense and, hence, removed during

the preprocessing stage of AMDpre. As expected, as m increases, the number of rows detected as dense

drops substantially. Both variants produce orderings of comparable quality. Note that CS AMD would

suffer in a similar manner as the problem size increases. The behaviour seen in Figure 2 was observed

when T was chosen to be any of the problems in our test set but for some problems, the time difference

was less marked than we see in Figure 1.

More generally, Algorithm 2 will fail to correctly detect all of the dense rows in a matrix if the maximum

degree is smaller than β
√

n but still significantly larger than the average external degree of the resulting

matrix A1. This suggests that we require a method that combines the power of the QAMD method for

detecting dense rows with the efficiency of the AMDpre method.

4 The AMDD algorithm

The results in the previous section have highlighted the weaknesses of the existing attempts to modify the

AMD algorithm to improve performance in the case of some dense rows. In this section, we introduce a
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Figure 1: Time to calculate the ordering for the matrix A defined by (1), where T is set to the matrix

gupta1 and the dimension of A is nm (m = 1, 2, . . .) using the AMDpre, QAMD and AMDD methods.
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Figure 2: Number of dense rows detected and removed by the AMDpre and AMDD methods for the matrix

A defined by (1), where T is set to the matrix gupta1 and the dimension of A is mn (m = 1, 2, . . .).
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new variant that is designed to overcome these weaknesses.

Let us assume that k rows/columns have been classified as dense and that A(k) is the matrix that

remains after these k rows and columns have been removed from A. Let µ(k) be the mean of the external

degrees of the variables in A(k) and i be a dense row in A(k). If row and column i are removed from the

matrix A(k), we expect the mean of value of the degrees of the variables to be reduced significantly more

than if i were a sparse row. This suggests that, instead of comparing the degree of a variable against the

threshold γ = β
√

n as used in the preprocessing stage of the AMDpre method, we should compare µ(k)

with the value that µ(k+1) would take if row/column i are removed. We declare the row/column as dense

if the difference is greater than a threshold t(n − k). Consider again the matrix A given by (1). As the

order of A is increased, the difference in the value of the mean external degree before and after a row (and

corresponding column) is removed decreases. Numerical experimentation on the problems in our test set

and the additional problems considered in Section 3.3 has shown that defining t(n − k) as

t(n − k) =
δ ln(n − k)

n − k
+

µ(k)

n − k − 1
,

with δ = 40, produces a variant of AMD that is both efficient and maintains the quality of the ordering.

The method was not found to be very sensitive to the choice of δ : values between 30 and 50 produced, in

general, similar results.

Note that removing row and column i from A(k) results in a matrix with mean external degree

µ(k + 1) =
µ(k)(n − k) − 2di

n − k − 1
.

Therefore, our criteria for declaring a row as dense is

µ(k) − µ(k)(n − k) − 2di

n − k − 1
≥ δ ln(n − k)

n − k
+

µ(k)

n − k − 1
.

Rearranging, we obtain

di − µ(k) ≥ δ

2

n − k − 1

n − k
ln(n − k) ≈ δ

2
ln(n − k).

Comparing our definition of a dense row with that of AMDpre, we observe that our new definition ad-

ditionally takes the mean external degree into account, it contains a function that rises less steeply with

the order of the matrix, and it also makes allowances for the reduction in the order as rows are removed.

We believe that all of these properties are sensible. Our proposed new variant, which we call the AMDD

method, is outlined in Algorithm 3. Given and efficient implementation of classical AMD, the AMDD

method is straightforward to implement and required no additional memory.

In Figure 1, we observe that the time for AMDD to calculate a pivot order for problem (1) increases

with m at roughly the same rate as for the QAMD method. The key point is that, as m increases, there

is only a small drop in the number of rows detected as dense by AMDD (Figure 2).

In the final column of Table 2, we report the time to compute the elimination ordering and the

estimated number of reals in L generated by orderings from the AMDD algorithm. We observe that,

in general, AMDD is significantly faster than QAMD and the quality of the ordering is often better.

Note that, if we apply AMDD to the random banded matrix that we reported on in Section 3.3, then

no rows/columns are classed as dense and the results are comparable to those of the classical AMD and

QAMD methods.

5 Conclusions

We have compared a number of variants of AMD that aim to efficiently compute elimination orderings for

matrices containing some dense rows and shown that both CS AMD and QAMD can be slow compared to

AMDpre. Although AMDpre performs well on the majority of our test problems, we have shown that it
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Algorithm 3 The AMDD method

Set A(0) = A, k − 0, and q to be an empty list

For each row i ∈ A(0), set di to be the external degree of i

Calculate the mean µ(0) of the external degrees of the rows in A(0)

Select row i from A(0) that has largest external degree

while µ(k) − µ(k)(n−k)−2di

n−k−1 ≥ t(n − k) do

Add i to the beginning of the list q

A(k + 1) = A(k) with row and column i removed

µ(k + 1) = µ(k)(n−k)−2di

n−k−1

k = k + 1

For each row i ∈ A(k), update di

Select row i from A(k) that has largest external degree

end while

Apply classical AMD to A(k) to form a pivot order

Append the list q to the end of this pivot order to form a pivot order for A

is possible to construct problems where it fails to correctly detect the dense rows. This led us to propose

a new variant, called AMDD, that combines the robustness of QAMD in detecting dense rows with the

speed of AMDpre. Our implementation of AMDD requires no extra storage over that required in the

implementation of the classical AMD algorithm used within this paper and is much more straightforward

to implement than QAMD because it does not need to restart or sub-partition the dense rows. The AMDD

variant will be made available within HSL.
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Problem n nz dmax µ σ σ/µ

lpl1 32460 328036 253 10.1 15.5 1.53

gupta3 16783 9323427 14672 556 1234 2.22

mip1 66463 10352819 66395 156 351 2.25

net-4 88343 2441727 4791 27.6 85.3 3.09

ckt11752 dc 1 49702 327834 2921 6.60 24.6 3.73

rajat23 110355 559733 3336 5.07 19.3 3.80

rajat22 39899 198081 3336 4.96 24.8 4.99

gupta2 62064 4248286 8413 68.5 356 5.20

gupta1 31802 2164210 8413 68.1 360 5.29

a0nsdsil 80016 355034 5003 4.44 50.0 11.3

blockqp1 60012 640033 40011 10.7 305 28.6

trans5 116835 827879 114191 7.09 371 52.3

ins2 309412 2751484 309412 8.89 590 66.4

rajat29 643994 4026512 454043 6.25 783 125

Table 1: The test set: order n, number of nonzeros nz, the maximum external degree dmax, the mean µ

of the external degrees, and their standard deviation σ.

Problem MinDeg Classical AMDpre CS AMD QAMD AMDD

lpl1 Time 1.22 0.28 0.27 0.28 0.19 0.27

nz(L) 0.97 0.97 0.99 0.97 1.20 0.99

gupta3 Time 115 8.74 0.14 0.55 4.30 0.17

nz(L) 5.72 5.72 5.60 5.35 6.52 5.53

mip1 Time 40.8 10.2 0.40 0.96 0.81 0.46

nz(L) 38.9 39.0 44.8 39.3 39.7 44.1

net4-1 Time 9.28 1.79 0.49 0.58 0.78 0.53

nz(L) 2.46 2.38 2.39 2.37 3.09 2.39

ckt11752 dc 1 Time 0.49 0.19 0.11 0.15 0.15 0.11

nz(L) 0.59 0.56 0.57 0.56 0.63 0.57

rajat23 Time 0.65 0.33 0.19 0.29 0.23 0.19

nz(L) 0.45 0.46 0.47 0.46 0.47 0.47

rajat22 Time 0.29 0.13 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.05

nz(L) 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.15

gupta2 Time 2020 88.9 0.37 13.4 5.74 0.34

nz(L) 5.96 5.89 6.30 5.77 5.98 6.41

gupta1 Time 405 28.9 0.09 2.98 2.84 0.09

nz(L) 2.02 2.06 2.08 2.00 2.06 2.07

a0nsdsil Time 14.6 2.70 0.07 0.07 0.09 0.08

nz(L) 0.34 0.34 0.39 0.39 0.35 0.39

blockqp1 Time 47.4 8.11 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.03

nz(L) 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38

trans5 Time 246 123 0.15 0.16 0.22 0.16

nz(L) 0.68 0.68 0.69 0.69 0.70 0.68

ins2 Time 2080 825 0.31 0.30 0.53 0.31

nz(L) 1.53 1.53 1.59 1.59 1.59 1.59

rajat29 Time > 104 4040 2.34 2.62 3.32 2.28

nz(L) — 9.77 9.97 9.87 11.7 9.93

Table 2: Comparison of the times and the predicted number of reals in L (×106) generated by orderings

from the minimum degree (MinDeg), classical AMD (Classical), AMDpre, CS AMD QAMD and AMDD

algorithms.
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